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Overview
The SimplyCast Twitter application provides organizations with the capability to easily reach contacts,
residents, and the general public over the popular social media channel. With the SimplyCast Twitter
application, you are able to automate the tweets you post and manage your overall audience through a
plethora of features, which will be reviewed in this guide.
The Twitter tool allows for users to plan, automate, and schedule tweets to specific Twitter accounts that can
include photos, links, and text. The SimplyCast Twitter tool allows you to plan your Twitter presence in order to
save time while still engaging with your followers.

Twitter Summary

In order to set up a Twitter project in the SimplyCast platform, first you will need to go to the main Twitter
Dashboard. The Twitter application can be found in the top bar in the Applications dropdown menu. With
your mouse hovering over the Twitter icon, click the Dashboard icon to access the main Twitter dashboard.
Alternatively, you can click the grey pin button to pin the Twitter icon to the top bar for easier access to the
Twitter dashboard in the future. From here, you will be brought to the main Dashboard where you are able to
create a new project, copy an existing project, see a list of all the Twitter projects you have already created, the
ones that are complete, as well as any that are pending. From the Twitter Dashboard, you are able to:
1

Create a New Project

If you wish to create a new Twitter project, there is a
blue Create Project button at the top of the Twitter
Dashboard on the left-hand side in the Summary
tab.
Clicking this button will direct you to the project
page where you have the ability to name the project
and start the main Twitter project creation and
scheduling process. Refer to page 3 to learn how to
create and set up your Twitter project.
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View the List of Projects

Below the Create Project button, you will see a list of
all the Twitter projects you have created, with the most
recent appearing at the top. If there are no projects
listed, this means you have not yet created one. You
will be able to see seven columns of information:

1. Project Name: The name you gave your project
2. Twitter Account: The account the tweets will be 		
posted to
3. Status: The current stage the project is in
4. Project End Date: The date the project is set to end
5. Created On: The date the project was created
6. Last Modified: The date the project was last
modified
7. Actions: Either Edit or Delete the project
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3

Find Older Projects

To view a Twitter project that does not immediately appear in
the list:

4

·

Navigate down to the bottom of your screen where you will find
the page numbers indicating the total number of Twitter projects
you have created

·

If there are more projects than can be displayed at once, look to
the right side of the list to find a scroll bar

·

Click and drag the scroll bar to view older projects

Search Projects

If you are looking for a particular Twitter project you have already created, you can easily search
through your projects in the list on the Twitter Dashboard by:
·

Selecting the search box that appears in the top right-hand 		
corner of the page

·

Typing in the text that you would like the system to search for

·

Clicking the blue magnifying glass button to narrow down the list
of Twitter projects

·

To remove the search filter, click on the “X” button that appears
in the search box button and click the blue magnifying glass button again to return to the full list of Twitter
projects
5

Edit / Delete Projects

Once you have created Twitter projects, they will appear in a list below the blue Create Project button on the
main Twitter Dashboard.
To edit a Twitter project draft:
·

Click the blue Edit button located at the far right of the screen across from the corresponding project name
and underneath the Actions column

·

Make your edits in the project editor and click Save at the bottom of the page to save your edits, then
click Dashboard to return to the main Twitter Dashboard. You can also click Dashboard to return to the
main Twitter Dashboard without making any changes

To delete a existing Twitter project:
·

Click the red Delete button that appears to the left of the project name in the list, underneath the Actions
column

·

Delete multiple projects at once by clicking the red Multiple Delete button located at the top of the list of
Twitter projects

·

A new checkbox column will appear in the list of projects to the left of the Project Name. Check off all the
boxes next to the projects you wish to delete and click the blue Confirm button at the top of the list.
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Copy an Existing Project

6

You can also copy the template of an already created project to create a new project easily and quickly.
To copy an existing Twitter project:
·

Click on the blue Copy Existing button that will appear next to the Create Project button at the top of the
list once you have created a Twitter project

·

A new column will appear in the list of Twitter projects to the left of the Project Name with blue Copy
buttons. Click the Copy button appearing next to the project you wish to copy

·

You will be taken to the creation process for your new, copied Twitter project

·

Go through the process as usual to create your Twitter project

·

Or click Dashboard to return to the main Twitter Dashboard to leave without making any changes

7

Access Twitter Reports

You can easily view the report for any Twitter project that is already active. To enter the main Twitter
Reporting page in the SimplyCast Reporting interface, navigate to the list of tabs on the left-hand side of the
screen in the Twitter Dashboard. Click the second tab down from the top, which will take you to the Reporting
page where all the information received for any Twitter projects will be available. For more information about
Twitter reports, refer to page 16.

Create a New Twitter Project
Once you have clicked on the blue Create Project button in the Twitter
Dashboard you will be directed to the first page of the Twitter setup process.
You can click “Save” at any time to save your progress to finish the project later.
Clicking “Save” will return you to the Dashboard.
First, you must name your project in the field in the black box to the left of your screen.

Schedule Tweets

Once you have named your project, turn your attention to the textbox to the right of the Project Name.
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Under Schedule Tweets window, you can create and customize your tweets.
To create a tweet:
·

Enter your desired text into the empty textbox

·

Click “Start Date” and choose the specific date and time you want the particular tweet to be posted

·

If you want to include a photo, click the camera icon, which will open the Image Upload window.

Image Upload
When you first open the Image Upload window, you will be presented with a library of images you have
previously uploaded to the SimplyCast platform. If the library is empty, this means you have not uploaded any
pictures yet. To add an image from your library to your tweet:
1. Click on your desired image
2. Click “Select” in the bottom right-hand corner
3. The image will now appear as a thumbnail under the camera
icon
[Note: Adding an image takes up 24 characters in your tweet.]

4. If you want to remove the image from the tweet, click the
camera icon again
To upload a new image for your tweet:

1. Click the camera icon
2. Choose “Upload” from the top bar
3. A pop-up will appear asking you to choose your desired image file from your device. Pick the file and click
“Open”
4. The image should now appear in your library pre-selected. To add it to your tweet, simply click “Select”
5. If the image does not automatically appear, click “Refresh”
The other options on the Image Upload pop-up
are:
·

Settings: This option allows you to decide how 		
you want to view your library of images.
Clicking this option will cause a new bar to
appear with more options:

·

View: Choose if you want to see your images as thumbnails or in a list

·

Show: Choose what information you want to see about your images by clicking the appropriate options
(Name, Size, Date). If you are viewing your images as a list, this information will all be displayed
automatically

·

Order by: Choose how you want your images sorted either by Name, Type, Size, or Date. You can then
choose whether these will be shown in descending order by checking off the final checkbox or
ascending order by unchecking the same box

·

About: Clicking this option brings up information about the Image Upload feature
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Link Tracking
Once you have written your content and added a photo, if desired, move on to the chain icon next to the
camera. This option enables link tracking. To do this:

1. Enter your content into the text block along with the URL you 		
wish to include in your tweet
2. Click the chain link icon beside the camera icon to enable link 		
tracking of said link. When enabled, the link tracking button will
turn blue
3. The system will now automatically track information about the
link. If you decide you no longer want to enable link tracking,
click the chain icon again to turn it off
4. Results of the tracking will show in your Twitter report. Refer to page 16 for more information

Enable Location
If you want to allow your followers to see a location
associated with your tweet:

1. Click the location icon beside the chain link icon.
This will enable location and turn the icon red
2. A new field called “Tweet Location” will appear that states the location of your current IP address as the 		
location of the tweet
3. If you wish to use a different location than the one provided, click on the location provided and a pop-up of 		
a map will appear
4. From the map, you have two options to 		
change the location:
· Type in the name of another city in the
field that says “Type a city” and choose
your location from the options provided
· Click anywhere on the map to use the 		
location pinpointed by a red dot
5. Once you have selected your desired
location, press Okay to confirm and return
to the Schedule Tweets page, or click Cancel
to return without changing location from the
original selected
6. If you decide to turn off the location of a 		
tweet, click the location icon again
The icon beside Enable Location is Advanced
Settings. See page 7 for more information on this option.
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Status
This option, found to the right of the text input for the
tweet content, allows you to choose whether a post is
active or paused.
Having an active tweet means it will post, or continue
to post, as scheduled. Pausing a tweet means it will not
post until it is changed back to active.
To pause a tweet, slide the blue button to the right
where it says “Paused.” To reactivate a tweet, causing it
to once again post, slide that same blue button back to
“Active.” By default, tweets are set to active.

Start Date
The SimplyCast Twitter tool allows you to schedule
tweets to post automatically in the future. With the
Start Date field, you can choose the date and time
you would like each tweet to go out on your
account.
To schedule a tweet:

1. Click the date/time presented under “Start 		
Date.” By default this option will be the current 		
date and time
2. A date and time selector will now appear 		
below the Start Date field where you can select
the exact date/time from the following five
options:
		 ·

Year

		 ·

Month

		 ·

Day of Month

		 ·

Hour

		 ·

Minute

3. Select a choice for each option to determine when the tweet will post for the first time. There are options
for these tweets to repeat, as described on page 7
4. Once you have selected your time and date, click anywhere on the screen, except on the gray box, to
return to the Schedule Tweets page and save your selected date/time
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Advanced Options
Located next to the Enable Location option, Advanced Options
is the icon shaped like a gear. Clicking said icon will bring up the
Advanced Options menu wherein you can create and manage
repeating tweets. On the menu, you will see three options:
·
·
·

Repeat Interval: How often you want your tweet to repeat,
either on a fixed or custom schedule
Trickle Span: The amount of time you want the system to
automatically adjust the repeating tweet post time
Set Tweet Expiry: The option to have tweets automatically
expire after a certain amount of time and no longer post

To create a repeating tweet:

1. Choose either Custom or Fixed from the Repeat Interval field. By default, this field is set to “Never” so the
tweet will not repeat unless one of the others is chosen
· If you want the tweet to repeat on a fixed schedule, meaning at the same time at a set interval, choose
		Fixed
· A new field will now appear where you need to
		 select your “fixed” repeating interval. Use the
		 dropdown where it says “Hours” to choose from
		 either hours, day, week, or month as your interval
· You can then select the number of hours, days,
		 weeks, or months by sliding the blue button to
		 the left, or entering in the exact number in the
		 field where it says “1”
		[Note: For example, if you wanted to have the
		 tweet repeat every two weeks, you would choose “Week” from the dropdown menu and change the “1”
		 to “2.” Your tweet would then post every two weeks from the original date/time it was scheduled.]
· If you want the tweet to repeat on a custom schedule, meaning
		 at the specified time, either on a weekly or monthly basis, choose
		 Custom
· Next, you will need to choose either Week or Month from the
		 Interval field that appears
· If you want your tweet to repeat on a weekly interval, choose
Week. You will now have to select which day of the week you
want it to repeat on from the Days of the Week option below
· You can choose from day of the week (Sun, Mon, Tues, Wed, Thu,
		 Fri, or Sat), or you can choose “All,” which will post every day of
		the week
· If you want your tweet to repeat monthly, choose Month from the Interval field

Copyright © 2017 SimplyCast
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·

		
		
		
		
		

A new field will now appear called “On the.” This field gives 		
you the option to select when each month you want your
tweet to be repeated. You have options from the first all
the way to the twelfth. After that, you can also choose
Next, Last, Previous, and This. These final four options
schedule the tweet to repeat in relation to the originally
scheduled time

2. Once you have completed your Repeat Interval settings, it is time to
move on to the Trickle Span setting. This feature will post your
tweet randomly in a time frame before or after your scheduled
time. This makes your posts look less automated. To set the Trickle
Span, click the dropdown that says “None.” By default there is no
trickle span for repeating tweets. You can now choose either 15
minutes or 30 minutes for your trickle span
3. The final step in setting up a tweet to repeat is deciding whether or not
to have the tweet expire. The final option in Advanced Options is Set 		
Tweet Expiry. If you choose not to select this option, the tweet will never
expire and simply continue to post at its repeated interval indefinitely. If
you want to have it expire, check off this option
· Once selected, you will be presented with a new field: Tweet Lifespan
		 where you will set how long the tweet lasts
· Choose either Minutes, Hours, Days, Weeks, or Months from the dropdown menu and specify how many
		 of your chosen option you wish to have by either sliding the blue button or typing in a new number
		 where the one currently is
4. Once you are happy with your Advanced Options settings, click the blue Save button to create your
repeating tweet. If you have changed your mind and no longer wish to create a repeating tweet, click Cancel
instead
[Note: If the repeating tweet that is scheduled is the same as the tweet that was just posted, it will not be sent
out.]

Now that the first tweet is set up, it is time to move on to adding additional tweets to the campaign.
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Add Tweet
Below the tweet you just created, you will see two blue
buttons: Bulk Tweet Upload and Add Tweet. For
information on Bulk Tweet Upload, see page 11.
If you would like to add a new tweet to your campaign, click Add Tweet. This will create a second tweet
textbox, exactly like the first one except it will say “Tweet: 2 of 2” above the textbox. To create this tweet using
text, images, and links, it is the same process. Refer to page 3.

Tweet Source
If you look to the left of the textbox, under the Twitter icon, you will see a field called “Tweet Source.” By
default, this option is “From Text” as the majority of tweets are text-based. However, the SimplyCast Twitter
tool allows you to automatically tweet based on RSS feeds.
To change the Tweet Source:

1. Click the red arrow next to “From Text”
2. Choose “From RSS”
3. You will now be presented with the proper fields to create tweets from an RSS feed
You will notice that instead of the text block, you are
presented with two fields. Enter the URL of the RSS
feed you’d like to use in the first field and add any
hashtags you’d like to have posted along with the RSS
items in the second field called “RSS Hashtags.”
When you enter in your RSS URL in the first field, an
information section will appear below called “Feed
Info” and will contain information on the RSS feed
provider.
Once the RSS URL and RSS Hashtags fields are
complete, click the gear button on the right to access
Advanced Options for RSS tweets.
Copyright © 2017 SimplyCast
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The Advanced Options for RSS determine when the Twitter application will check the provided RSS URL
and post accordingly. In the pop-up, you have options to set intervals and trickle spans, giving you control
over when your RSS tweet will post.
Check Interval: This option allows you to choose how often the application will check the RSS feed for
a new post
· Trickle Span: The amount of time you want the system to automatically adjust the repeating tweet post
time
· Set Tweet Expiry: The option to have tweets automatically expire after a certain amount of time and no
longer post
·

By default, the Check Interval is set to Every 30 Minutes. To set your Check Interval:
·
·
·

Click the red triangle in the field beside Every 30 Minutes
Choose one of the options from the dropdown that appears
You will be presented with the options of Every 30 minutes, Every 1 hour, Every
12 hours, Every day, Every week, Every 2 weeks, or Every month

Your next option is Trickle Span. By default, the Trickle Span is set to None. To set your Trickle Span:
·
·
·

Click the red triangle beside None
Choose one of the options from the dropdown that appears
You will be presented with the options of None, 15 minutes, and 30 minutes. The
amount of time you choose is how long the application will adjust the tweet time on
a repeating basis
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Your final option is Set Tweet Expiry. By default, the Tweet Expiry is turned off, meaning the tweet will
continue to post at the set interval indefinitely. To set your Tweet Expiry:
Check off the square beside Set Tweet Expiry
Once selected, you will be presented with a new field: 		
Tweet Lifespan where you will set how long the tweet 		
lasts
· Choose either Minutes, Hours, Days, Weeks, or Months 		
from the dropdown menu and specify how many of your chosen option you wish to have by either sliding
the blue button or typing in a new number where the “1” currently is
·
·

Once you have completed all of your Advanced Settings, click the blue Save button at the bottom of the popup window, or click Cancel to close the window without saving your changes.
You must complete the tweet creation process by setting the Status and Start Date of the tweet. See page 6 for
details on both of these settings.

Delete a Tweet
After you have created a series of tweets, you may want to delete one that no longer fits your campaign.
You will notice that all tweets, either text-based or from an RSS feed, have an “X” on the right-hand side
above the text block (or in the case of an RSS URL tweet, above the RSS URL field).
To delete a tweet:
·
·
·

Click the “X” above the textbox
A pop-up will appear asking you to confirm your decision
Click “OK” to confirm the deletion of the tweet or click “Cancel”
if you no longer wish to delete it

Bulk Tweet Upload
At the bottom beside the Add Tweet option is also the Bulk Tweet Upload option. You may choose to use this
option instead of adding tweets From Text or From RSS. Instead of adding tweets one at a time, Bulk Tweet
Upload allows you to upload a CSV file from your device and import a series of tweets all at once.
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You can use Bulk Tweet Upload in addition to any combination of From Text or From RSS tweets. You
must, however, follow a specific format for upload.
To use Bulk Tweet Upload:
1. Click the Bulk Tweet Upload Button beside the Add Tweet button. This will cause a pop-up to appear
(see page 11 for the image)
2. The pop-up will show you an example of how your tweets need to be laid out with the following
information:

·

Date: The date you want your tweet posted (required)

·

Time: The time you want your tweet posted (required)

·

Tweet Source: Whether the tweet is text or RSS (required) (text is the only option for Bulk Tweet
Upload)

·

Content: The content of your tweet (required)

·

Link Tracking: To indicate if your tweet includes a link and requires tracking (optional)

·

Location: The location you wish to display with your tweet (optional)

·

Repeat Interval: How often you want the tweet to repeat (optional)

·

Trickle Span: The amount of time you want the system to adjust the repeating tweet post time (optional)

·

Life Span: How long the tweet will last (optional)

3. You can download an example of the required CSV file by clicking the hyperlink “Download Sample
CSV”
4. Once you have filled out the spreadsheet to match the sample,
click “Choose File” from the pop-up window
5. Choose your desired file from your device by clicking Choose File and locating your CSV
6. Click the Upload Tweets button
7. If any of your tweets are invalid, either in
formatting or if they are scheduled in the
past, you will be shown an error describing
what needs to be fixed before completing the
upload
8. If there are no issues with your Bulk Tweet Upload file, you will get a different pop-up stating that your
upload was successful. To continue, close the pop-up window and your newly uploaded tweets will appear
in the Schedule Tweets screen
9. You can now edit your uploaded tweets the same as text-based tweets
Once you are done scheduling all the tweets you have planned, either From RSS, From Text, or Bulk
Tweet Upload, click the blue Next button in the lower right-hand side of the screen to continue.
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Project Settings
After you click “Next,” you will be brought to the Project Settings page where you need to decide on
certain necessary aspects of your Twitter campaign, such as which time zone to abide by and which
account you’d like to post to.

Time Zone
By default, the time zone of your campaign will match
the time zone your account is currently set to. This
means that the times you selected on the previous
page will post according to this field.
If you would like to change the time zone:
·
·
·
·

Click the location listed in the Time Zone field
A pop-up of a map will appear
Either click on a location on the map or type in the
name of the city you’d like to use as your time zone
Click “OK” to change your time zone, or click “Cancel” to
close the pop-up without changing the time zone

Select Account
In the next section of the Project Settings page, Select Account, you
must choose which account you want your scheduled tweets to post
to. If you have no accounts listed in this section, refer to page 28 to
learn how to add a Twitter account and then return to this stage of
your project.
Select which account you’d like to associate with this Twitter project by clicking the checkbox to the left of
the account. All tweets scheduled will now post using this account.
Copyright © 2017 SimplyCast
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Project Status
In the black box to the left of your screen, where the name of your Twitter
campaign can be seen, there are a series of options, the
first being Project Status. This option refers to the current
status of your campaign.
In a brand new project, this field will simply say “New” as
the campaign is still in the process of being completed.
However, if you are returning to a previous campaign, you will see a different
option here.
Project Status for active campaigns is where you can return to pause whole
campaigns. Similar to how individual tweets can be changed between Active and
Paused, whole campaigns can be changed here by sliding the blue toggle from
one position to the other as desired.

Auto-follow
The SimplyCast Twitter tool allows you to use Auto-follow. This means that the application will
automatically follow any users that retweet any of the tweets in the project where Auto-follow is enabled.
If you wish to enable Auto-follow:
·

Locate the Auto-follow option in the black bar on the left-hand side of the screen

·

Slide the blue button to Enabled

·

A new field called “Direct Message” will now
appear under Time Zone

·

In this field, you can enter a message you’d like to send to anyone you auto-follow as a result of them
retweeting a tweet in the campaign (this is optional)

End Date
This field indicates when your campaign will end based on the times of your scheduled tweets. However,
this field does not take into consideration the end dates associated with repeating tweets. To ensure your
repeating tweets are not interrupted, change this date to a time further in the future.
To do this:
1. Click the date/time field presented under “End Date.” By default this option will be the current date and
time
2. A date and time selector will now appear below the End Date field where you can select the exact date/time
from the following five options:
·

Year				·

		 ·

Month				

		 ·

Day of Month

Copyright © 2017 SimplyCast
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Review Checklist
When you have completed configuring your project settings, click the blue Next button found at the
bottom right corner of your screen. You will be brought to the crosscheck page which will show you
whether you have set up all the elements of your Twitter project correctly.
On this page, each stage will have a checkbox beside it, with one of three colors displayed in it:
·

Green with a checkmark: If the checkbox is colored green with a checkmark, this means that this section
of your project has been configured correctly and will function as it is supposed to when the Twitter
campaign is activated

·

Yellow with an exclamation point: If the checkbox is colored yellow with an exclamation point, this
means that something is not ideal in this section of your Twitter project. An explanation will appear below
the section, detailing the potential issue. However, you are still able to activate a project that has a yellow
checkbox

·

Red with an “X”: If the checkbox is colored red with an “X” this means there is an error within that 		
section of the project and you are unable to complete your project setup without correcting it. Details
concerning the error(s) are noted beneath the section

To the right-hand side of each of the campaign sections, you will see a blue button that will allow you
to enter that stage of the setup process and fix any issues or make any modifications desired. Next to
sections with a red checkbox, the corresponding blue button will read “Fix Problem.” Next to sections
with either green or yellow checkboxes the button will read “Edit.”
Once you reviewed the crosscheck page and have made any necessary changes to your project, you are
able to click the blue Complete Project button found at the bottom right-hand side of your screen.
When you click this button, a pop-up window will appear saying that you have successfully completed the
project and asks you to complete a quick feedback survey about your process.
Click the “X” button at the top right corner of the pop-up to close it and be directed back to the main
Twitter Dashboard, or simply click anywhere outside of the pop-up window and you will be directed to
the dashboard.
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Reports
To view a report for any of your Twitter projects, you must navigate to the SimplyCast Reporting interface.
To do this:
·

Go to the main Twitter Dashboard where you will see tabs on the left-hand side of your screen, the second
one being Reports

·

Click this option to be directed to the main Reports page

Once in the Twitter Reporting Dashboard, you are able to:
1

View the List of Reports

When you enter the Twitter Reporting Dashboard, you should immediately see a list of all the Twitter projects
you have created with the most recent project being at the top of the list. If there are no projects in the list,
you have not yet created any.
Each report in the list is broken down into eight columns: Title, Type, Status, Retweets, Auto Follow, Date
Created, and Date Modified.
·

Title: This is the name you gave to the Twitter project when you created it

·

Type: This is the type of tweet in the project

·

Status: This tells if the campaign is active or disabled

·

Tweets: This is the number of tweets within the project

·

Retweets: This shows how many retweets the project received

·

Auto Follow: This tells if auto follow was enabled or disabled for the project

·

Date Created: This is the date the project was created

·

Date Modified: This is the date the project was last modified

Copyright © 2017 SimplyCast
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2

Find Older Reports

To view a Twitter project report that does not immediately appear in the
list:
·

Navigate down to the bottom of your screen where you will find the page 		
numbers indicating the total number of projects you have created

·

If there are more projects that can be displayed at once, look to the right side
of the list to find a scroll bar

·

Click and drag the scroll bar to view older Twitter project reports

Search/Filter Reports

3

If you are trying to find a particular Twitter project for which to view the report, you can simply use the search
bar or filter option located at the top right of the screen above the list of all the reports in the main Twitter
Reporting Dashboard.
To search by name, type the name in the search bar. As you type in the name of the report you are searching
for, the results will automatically be filtered to show the matches to the typed-in text.
To filter by date and time, click
the Filter option, which is located
beside the Search bar.
This will cause a menu to appear
where you may select the date
range you would like to filter by.
Choose a date and time from
the first field to set the beginning of the range you would like to filter. To do this, click “Click to Set Date” and
choose a date/time from the calendar that appears. Repeat this process for the end date in the second “Click
to Set Date” field.
Once you have set your dates, click Apply to see the results, or click Clear if you don’t want to apply the filter.

4

View a Report

To view the report of a particular Twitter project:
·

Select the Twitter project that you would like to see the report
for

·

Click the blue View Report button that is located above the list
of Twitter projects and you will be directed to the report for
that specific Twitter project
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Overview Tab
The first section that you will see in the report of your particular Twitter project is the Overview tab.
This page will display six separate boxes with the following information:
·

Status: This box tells whether the project is active or disabled

·

Auto Follow: This box tells whether or not auto follow is enabled for the project

·

Modified: This box states the date the project was last modified

·

Created: This box states the date the project was created

·

Total Tweets: This box shows the total number of tweets in the project

·

Total Retweets: This box shows the total number of retweets

Performance
The second section in the Report Overview Tab is the Performance section, where you can see a graph of your
tweets and their interactions with your audience. In this section, you will find a bar graph that displays the
total number of tweets, retweets, and link clicks for all tweets in the project.

Tweets
The third section in the Report Overview tab is the Tweets section. This section is where you are able to see a
breakdown of each tweet in the project. This section is broken down into seven columns:
·

ID: The identifying number of the individual tweet

·

Tweet: The actual content of the Tweet

·

Account: The Twitter account the tweet was posted to

·

Date Posted: The date/time the tweet was posted to the account

·

Retweets: The number of retweets that particular tweet received

·

Clicks: The number of clicks the tweet received (if it included a link)

·

Reach: The number of people who saw the tweet (also known as impressions)
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You can sort the tweets in this section by any column in this table by clicking on the column name. Depending
on the column, tweets will be organized alphabetically, chronologically, or numerically. Tweets can also be
sorted in the inverse of these options by clicking the column name again.

Activity Tab
Next to the Overview tab located at the top of the Twitter project report, you will see the Activity tab where,
when selected, you can choose to view a more detailed report about retweets.
To do this:
·

Click the Activity tab

·

Click “Retweets” from the dropdown menu that appears

·

You will then be given the breakdown of all the retweets the tweets in the project received

This table shows you a breakdown of all the people who retweeted any of your tweets. The information is
presented in six columns:
·

ID: The identifying number of Twitter user

·

Twitter Handle: The user’s Twitter handle

·

Name: The name of the Twitter user

·

Followers: The number of followers the user has

·

Following: The number of people the user is following

·

Follows You: Tells whether or not the user follows you on Twitter (Yes/No)
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Filter Reports
Back on the Overview tab, you have the ability to filter your Twitter report to show tweets posted on a
particular date, at a particular time, or within a certain window of time.
To filter your project:
·

Find the gray Filter button that is located at the top right-hand side of your screen, directly above the
Activity section

·

Click the Filter button and a dropdown menu will appear in which 		
you will see two boxes that say Click to Set Date

·

Click on either Click to Set Date box and another dropdown menu 		
will show up with two fields labeled Date and Time

·

Manually insert the date and time you would like to filter your tweets from

·

Below the Date and Time fields there is a calendar you can also use to choose the date that you would like
to filter tweets from

·

Click Apply to implement the filter. Or, click Clear if you do not wish to filter your report. This will close the
dropdown menu

Download Reports
To download the entire Twitter report to your device, there is a blue download button located to the right of
the Filter button, on top of the Activity tab in the report. When you click the download button:
·

A dropdown menu will appear with two file formats to choose from

·

Choose to download the report in either CSV or XLSX format by clicking the appropriate option in the
dropdown menu

·

You will be directed to a page with all of your requested downloads that will show the name of the report,
the status, the file type, and the date it was created

·

The page will continue to refresh until the requested download is complete. The status will change from
“requested” to “completed”
5

Combine Reports

Combine Reports allows you to take two or more Twitter reports and merge the data together into a single
report.
To combine reports in the Twitter Reports Dashboard:
·

Check off the boxes next to each of the project names of the reports you would like to combine

·

When more than one Twitter project has been checked off, a new Combine Reports button will appear next
to the View Report button at the top of the list of reports

·

Click the Combine Reports button and it will direct you to the merged report

Please refer to the View Report section above on page 18 for a breakdown of the elements of the report.
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Twitter Calendar
Back on the main Twitter Dashboard, the third option in the tabs on the left-hand side of the screen is
Calendar. This tab allows you to see your upcoming tweets from all campaigns on the calendar. Choose
“Calendar” from the list of tabs to go to the Twitter Calendar.

Month/Day View
When you get to the Twitter calendar, you will see a monthly calendar named “Timed Campaigns” appear after
clicking the calendar option. For any day that has scheduled tweets, you will see a blue button with a number
indicating how many tweets are scheduled for that day.
[Note: For accounts with a large number of scheduled posts, it may take a few minutes to populate the
calendar view. The platform only allows for a limited forecast on campaigns with many repeating tweets.]
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To change the month you are currently viewing:
·

Locate the month/year at the upper left-hand side of the calendar

·

Use the arrows on either side of the date to go backwards
and forwards in time

By default, you are shown a calendar of
the month. However, if you have a specific
day you would like to view scheduled
tweets for you can do so by:
·

Locating the Month/Day slider button

·

Clicking “Day”

·

You will now be shown the daily data for the first day of the month

·

On the left-hand side of the day calendar, note the date with
two arrows on either side
Use the arrows to locate the day that you wish to view the
tweets for
Use the scroll bar below at the bottom of the day view to

·
·

		scroll through the day.
When there is a tweet scheduled, it will be indicated by a blue button that has a number on it. The number
indicates how many tweets are scheduled for that given time frame.

Access Campaigns
Whether you are in the month or day view, you can click the blue, numbered button to view more details
about the scheduled tweets. To do this:
·

Click the blue numbered button appearing on the day of the tweets you wish to view

·

A pop-up will appear called “Twitter Campaigns”

·

You will be able to see the exact time the tweet is scheduled for, along with the name of the campaign the
tweet belongs to.
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If you wish to learn more about any scheduled tweet:
·

Click the gray button with the time the tweet is scheduled for on it

·

You will now be taken directly to the campaign the
tweet you selected is a part of

[Note: You will not be able to go back to the Calendar
view once in the campaign without returning to the
main Twitter Dashboard.]
While in the Twitter campaign, you may make changes
as desired. See page 3 for more information on actions
you can take here.

Compose Tweet

On the main Twitter Dashboard, the fourth option in the tabs on the left-hand side of the screen is Compose
Tweet. In this section you can post individual tweets, not tweets that are part of a campaign, to a Twitter
account that is linked to your SimplyCast account.
To compose a Tweet:
·

Click “Compose Tweet” from the list of tabs on the main Twitter Dashboard

·

Select the account you’d like to post the tweet to from the “Twitter Account” menu.

[Note: If you have not already linked a Twitter account to your SimplyCast account, you will see a blue Add
Account button which will allow you to link a new Twitter account. Refer to page 28 for more information on
how to add a Twitter account.]
·

Type the content of your tweet into the textbox provided. You can also upload an image into your tweet.
Refer to page 4 for more information on image uploading. The other two gray icons beside the camera
icon underneath the tweet textbox are to Enable Link Tracking and Enable Location. Refer to page 3 for
more information on link tracking and location enabling. Once you are happy with your tweet and its
settings, click the blue Post Tweet button to post your tweet.
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Friends & Followers
The fifth section in the tabs on the left-hand side of the Twitter Dashboard is Friends & Followers. Here you
can see a list of friends and followers for a Twitter account associated with your SimplyCast account. You can
also follow, unfollow, and block users from this page as well. To see these lists, click the Friends & Followers
tab on the left-hand side from the main Twitter Dashboard, then make sure the account you want to view is
selected in the Account Selector dropdown menu.

Twitter Friends
Your Twitter Friends list shows the Twitter users that you are following. In this list you can see four columns of
information: Screen Name, Followers, Following, and Actions.

1. Screen Name: Displays the user’s screen name
2. Followers: Displays the number of followers the user has
3. Following: Displays the number of users this user is following
4. Actions: Here you can unfollow or block users by clicking the Unfollow or Block buttons
You can search for a specific user by entering their screen name in the Search bar above the Twitter Friends
list and clicking the blue magnifying glass icon. You can also scroll down the list to find users who do not
appear at the top of the list.
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Twitter Followers
Your Twitter Followers list shows the Twitter users that are following you. In this list you can see four columns
of information: Screen Name, Followers, Following, and Actions.

1. Screen Name: Displays the user’s screen name
2. Followers: Displays the number of followers the user has
3. Following: Displays the number of users this user is following
4. Actions: Here you can follow, unfollow, or block users by clicking the Follow/Unfollow or Block
buttons
You can search for a specific user by entering their Twitter handle in the Search bar above the Twitter Friends
list and clicking the blue magnifying glass icon. You can also scroll down the list to find users who do not
appear at the top of the list.

Recent Activity
On the main Twitter Dashboard, the sixth section in the tabs on the left-hand side of the screen is Recent
Activity. In this section you can see recent activity for a Twitter account associated with your EmergHub
account. To see recent activity for one of your Twitter accounts, click the Recent Activity tab on the lefthand side from the main Twitter Dashboard, then make sure the account you want to view is selected in the
Account Selector dropdown menu.
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New Follower Authentication
This section displays a list of any new Twitter followers for the associated account. Above this list you will see
two buttons: Follow All and Remove All. Using these buttons, you can either simultaneously follow all your new
followers or remove them from your New Follower list. In this list you can see four columns: Screen Name,
Followers, Following, and Actions.
·

Screen Name: Displays the user’s Twitter handle

·

Followers: Displays the number of followers the user has

·

Following: Displays the number of users this user is following

·

Actions: Here you can follow users back, or remove them from the list without following them back, by
clicking the Follow and Remove buttons provided

Beneath the New Follower list you can see two text fields: Custom Follower Message and Custom Auto-Follow
Direct Message.
·

Custom New Follower Message: Type a message that will automatically be sent to new followers through
their direct messages

·

Custom Auto-Follow Direct Message: Type a message that will automatically be sent to new followers
through their direct messages when you authenticate the system to follow them back. See page 14 for 		
information on Auto-following.

Recently Unfollowed
Displays a list of users who have unfollowed your account within the last 30 days. In this list you can see four
columns of information: Screen Name, Name, Followers, and Following.

1. Screen Name: Displays the user’s Twitter handle
2. Name: Displays the user’s Twitter display name
3. Followers: Displays the number of followers that the user has
4. Following: Displays the number of Twitter users this user is following

Search
On the main Twitter dashboard, the seventh section in the tabs on the left-hand side is Search. In this section
you can search Twitter for users or tweets based on keywords, hashtags and/or location. You can interact with
users and tweets directly from EmergHub without needing to log into your Twitter account.
First, click the Search tab on the
left-hand side of the main Twitter
dashboard. Then use the Account Selector
dropdown menu to select the account you
want to use to search for tweets. In the
textboxes provided, enter any keywords
or hashtags that you want to use to find
tweets.
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You can also search for tweets
based on geographical location.
To do this, start by checking off
the Enable Location box beside
the search bar. Three new fields
will appear: a Location textbox,
a Radius textbox, and a button
to switch between miles and
kilometers.
Start by entering your location
in the Location textbox. If you
want to find tweets posted
within a specific distance from
the location you chose, you can
select a radius of distance by entering the
numerical value of the radius you’d like
to search in the Search textbox. Then,
choose whether the numerical value you
entered will be measured in miles or
kilometers. To do this, simply flip the switch beside the two textboxes by clicking either “Miles” or “Kilometers”.
The box beside the unit of measurement you select will turn blue to indicate that this unit of measure is
selected for the search.
When you are happy with your search settings, click the blue Search button. The field next to the search
settings will display all the tweets that match your search settings.
You can interact with each tweet in five different ways: Reply, Retweet, Favorite, Follow, and Block.
·

Reply: Click the Reply button to reply to
the selected tweet. First, select the
Twitter account you want to use to reply
from the Twitter Account dropdown
menu. Then, type your reply into the
textbox provided

You can also upload an image to your reply.
Refer to page 4 for more information on
image uploading.
Once you’re happy with your reply and its
settings, click the blue Post Tweet button to
post your reply. Alternatively, you can click
the small gray “x” icon in the top right corner
to close the pop-up window without replying
to the tweet.
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·

Retweet: Click the Retweet button to retweet the selected tweet

·

Favorite: Click the Favorite button to favorite the selected tweet

·

Follow: Click the Follow button to follow the original poster of the selected tweet

·

Block: Click the Block button to block the original poster of the selected tweet

Settings
On the main Twitter Dashboard, the final section in the tabs on the left-hand side of the screen is Settings.
Here you can manage the Twitter accounts associated with your SimplyCast account. You can add or delete
accounts as well as check their status.
You will see a list of Twitter accounts with three columns of information: Account, Status, and Delete
Account.

1. Account: Displays the Twitter account username
2. Status: Indicates whether the account is active or inactive. Inactive accounts are no longer linked to Twitter
(possibly due to a password change)
3. Delete Account: Click the red Delete Account button to remove the Twitter account’s connection with the 		
SimplyCast account.
You can also add a new Twitter account to your SimplyCast account.
To do this:
·

Click the blue Add Account button above the accounts list

·

From there you will be redirected to Twitter.com where you can authorize SimplyCast to use your account

·

Click the blue Authorize App button to authorize SimplyCast to use your account; alternatively, click the
white Cancel button to return to SimplyCast without adding this Twitter account
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